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\ Because ^t^ero°^ *8 not watertight no matter how
well built the rest of the barn may be, your 

leaky roof will quickly ruin anything you may have stored under it. A 
" Pedlarized " roof of “George ” Galvanized Steel Shingles ie the best roofing 

that 53 years' experience has taught us how to make. Not only ie such a roof 
absolutely watertight, but the fluting gives it exceptional strength as well as making it 

the handsomest roof you can buy.

Pedlar’s “GEORGE” Shingle
is guaranteed rainproof on any No rain can get in between the
roof having a fall of 3 inches or 111 shingles, because the side-locks
more, to the foot Each shingle are sealed top and bottom, as
has a hook-like flange along the shown by the illustrations inset
top and bottom edges. The top below. Note the top flange which
flange is on the outside, and the seals up the gutter, and the long
bottom flange underneath the nailing flange which extends to the
shingle. As the shingles are bottom of the sh ngle. These
laid, these flanges intermesh, and ■ features render the roof absolutely
the self-draining side locks seal up proof against driving snow or rain,

the side seims, making the roof one Each “George” Shingle is 24 in. x 
continuous sheet of steel, and a perfect 24 in. in size and 25 shingles will cover 

k watershed. 100 square feet of surface.
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MADE IN CANADA

Writ* now for Booklet « p. D "
Also get auotetione on Ventilating Systems, Corrugated Iron Siding end 
Roofing, Skylights, Silo Covers, Eavee Trough and Conductor Pipe, and 

Steel Trues Barns for Dai 
ADDRESS BRANCH NEAREST YOU

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE Limited
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OSH AW A. CANADAEa*vutive Office and Factories
Montreal . Toronto . Chatham ei-a
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